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El escrutinio de 

seguridad en HE sigue 

igual… pero con 

algunas novedades!
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Questionario
en la part-A de
todas las
propuestas, así
como una
sección
dedicada en la
part-B!
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The Security Appraisal Procedure concerns all activities funded under Horizon

Europe and includes three main steps:

1. The Security Self-assessment by the Applicant – all proposals; → Se debe

completar part-A 6 part-B de la template!

2. The Security Review by the granting authority, the Commission and national

security experts- a selection of proposals; → Para los topics de Cluster-3 &

topics de Space the Cluster-4; así como para cualquier otro topic en los

que haya una duda potencial! → Proceso posterior a la evaluación

técnica y se realiza en paralelo a la revision ética.

3. The Security Checks, by the Commission or the relevant funding body,

where appropriate, during or after the life of the project. → Comprovación

del cumplimiento de todas las condiciones para manejo de información

sensible y posibilidad de hacer modificiaciones en la clasificación, si

necesario!

Possibility to flag a topic as security sensitive in the Work Programme

influences the routing of the process (p.e., retraso en la firma del GA). At

present, the security sensitive topics are from the security for society and the

space calls.

Security Appraisal in HE: overview of the process 
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Recordemos cómo es el proceso de evaluación… 

&   Seguridad

Start grant preparation
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HE proposals will contain a Security Issues Table, mandatory for all applicants in Part-A.

Information and guidance can be found in the How to handle security-sensitive projects.

Overview of the process: Security Self-assessment

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/how-to-handle-security-sensitive-projects_en.pdf
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The Security Issues Table (part-A) includes 3 main questions:

▪ Involvement of information/materials requiring protection against

unauthorised disclosure (classified information) and participation of non-

EU countries.

▪ Potential for misuse of results.

▪ National security restrictions or other security issues that should be

taken into consideration.

Si la respuesta es “YES” en alguna de las preguntas → When preparing a

proposal, under a security sensitive topic, the applicant is also required to

complete a Security Section in part-B with more information on specific security

issues. Information and guidance can be found in the Security Section template.

Attention: The proposals must not contain classified information (the IT tool

does NOT allow applicants to include classified information in a proposal).

Overview of the process: Security Self-assessment
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Si la respuesta es “YES” en alguna de las preguntas → When preparing a

proposal, under a security sensitive topic, the applicant is also required to

complete a Security Section in part-B with more information on specific security

issues. Information and guidance can be found in the Security Section template.

Attention: The proposals must not contain classified information (the IT tool

does NOT allow applicants to include classified information in a proposal).
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En resumen…

✓ Security Pre-screening: during the scientific evaluation or soon after- by granting authority staff. For
proposals submitted under non- security sensitive topics when: the applicant has replied positively
to the Security Issues table or the applicant has replied negatively, but the granting authority has
detected security issues.

✓ Security Screening: after the scientific evaluation and before the signature of the GA - by EC staff (DG
HOME). Automatically performed to all proposals that have gone through the Security Pre-screening.
DG HOME will assess the pre-screening results and decide on the possible launch of the Security
Scrutiny.

1. Security Scrutiny: After the scientific evaluation and before the signature of the GA - by national
security experts (Security Scrutiny Group). → Only proposals above threshold and considered for
funding, which can lead to security requirements that become contractual obligations. IS NOT A RE-
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSAL AT ALL!.

February-March 2022 …
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1. The Security Scrutiny will be carried out in the following cases:

✓ Automatically, when a proposal has been submitted under a security sensitive
topic (Cluster-3 & Space calls from cluster-4);

✓ In other cases, when the Security Screening has concluded that the proposal is
very likely to raise security issues for which mitigation measures should be
adopted.

2. The Security Scrutiny will focus ONLY on the potential sensitive information (from
the security point of view) related with your project:

✓ This type of information requires limited dissemination due to security reasons.

✓ Issues concerning IPR and commercial secrets fall out of the scope of this
category.

✓ Such information will be marked as ‘SEN’ and an additional column will indicate
the security type. In H2020 it was marked as Confidential (CO).

3. The Security Scrutiny is performed by the the HE Security Security Scrutiny Group of
58 experts from EU Member State (experts usually working for the National Security
Authority or a ministry, e.g. Home Affairs, Security and Justice). → They follow the
“Guidance on Classification of information in Horizon Europe projects”

Last considerations regarding the Security Scrutiny…

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/classification-of-information-in-he-projects_he_en.pdf
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/classification-
of-information-in-he-projects_he_en.pdf

The best orientation is to use the “Guidance on 
Classification of information in Horizon Europe projects”

Let’s see the example later on!

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/classification-of-information-in-he-projects_he_en.pdf
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What is considered EU Classified Information (EUCI)?

Classified information (Art. 13.2 MGA and Annex 5) is information requiring
protection against unauthorised disclosure.

➢ A project might use classified background information or produce classified
foreground information.

➢ Classified background information → Is information already classified by the
EU entities, nation states or international organisations, which is used in the
frame of a project.

➢ Classified foreground information → Is information produced by a project,
which needs to be designated by an EU classification (EUCI).

➢ EUCI definition in Commission Decision 444/2015: “European Union classified information
(EUCI) means any information or material designated by an EU security classification, the
unauthorised disclosure of which could cause varying degrees of prejudice to the interests of
the European Union or of one or more of its Member States”.

❖ Example: some of the information produced by a project could potentially be used to plan terrorist
attacks or avoid detection of criminal activities.
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… as a consequence, some of the deliverables, activities or the
whole proposal can be secure sensitive classified! → In
Framework Programme projects the common situation in
projects is that only deliverables may be classified.

It can refers both to the “subject of research” as well the “type
of research” in your project…

Potential sensitive subject of research:

❑ explosives & CBRN
❑ infrastructure & utilities
❑ border security
❑ intelligent surveillance
❑ terrorism & organised crime
❑ digital security
❑ space

Potential sensitive type of research results (or
input information/documents for your project):

❑ threat assessments 
❑ vulnerability assessments
❑ specifications 
❑ capability assessments
❑ incidents/scenarios based on real-life

security incidents and potential threat
scenarios

Sort of information that can be “Security Sentitive” in your proposal… 
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▪ No security concern - No security issues were identified in the

proposal→ No security section in the GA.

▪ Security recommendations - The Security Scrutiny Summary

Report (SecScrSR) will list one or more security requirements that will
be set out in the Security Section of Annex 1 of the GA:

– security recommendation to limit the dissemination of sensitive deliverables for
security reasons to the consortium, granting authority staff and potentially to a
specific pre-identified group of stakeholders with an established need-to-know;

– classification of certain deliverables at a certain level (EUCI);

– appointment of a Project Security Officer (PSO) in case of classification;

– establishment of a Security Advisory Board (SAB);

– other security recommendations (e.g. ensuring that personnel has followed
trainings on security, adjusting the scope of a certain work package, etc.).

× Proposal too sensitive to be funded - information to be used

or generated by the project is too sensitive, or applicants lack the right
experience, skills or authorisations to handle classified information at
the appropriate level. → Funding is refused and the proposal is
rejected.

Results coming out from the Security Scrutiny of your proposal
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Levels of classification of Security Sensitive Information, 

EUCI classification

There are four levels of EU classification of your activities/deliverables:

✓ TRÈS SECRET UE/EU TOP-SECRET (TS-UE/EU-TS) → ATTENTION: projects involving
information classified TRÈS SECRET UE/EU TOP-SECRET (TS-UE/EU-TS) cannot be funded
under Horizon Europe (as in H2020).

✓ SECRET UE/EU SECRET (S-UE/EU-S): for information and material the unauthorised
disclosure of which could seriously harm the essential interests of the European Union
or of one or more of the Member States.

✓ Example: threatening of life or the serious prejudicing of public order or individual security and
liberty.

✓ CONFIDENTIEL UE/EU CONFIDENTIAL (C-UE/EU-C): for information and material the
unauthorised disclosure of which could harm the essential interests of the European
Union or of one or more of the Member States.

✓ Example: inception of damage to the operational effectiveness or security of a Member State or
other State's forces or to the effectiveness of valuable security or intelligence operations.

✓ RESTREINT UE/EU RESTRICTED (R-UE/EU-R): for information and material the
unauthorised disclosure of which could be disadvantageous to the interests of the
European Union or of one or more of the Member States.

✓ Example: information which could potentially make it more difficult to maintain the operational
effectiveness or security of Member States or other State's forces.
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Example of the “HE guidelines” 
regarding  a project focus on 

“Critical Infrastructures” 
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Qué sucede con los NON-EU countries? 

Third Countries & Associated Countries

❑ EU classification is limited to EU Member States (EUCI deliverables).

❑ Projects involving classified information can, in principle, include participants
from non- EU countries… HOWEVER, ONLY beneficiaries from countries with
a valid Security of Information Agreement with the EU can access and
handle classified information used/produced by the project (EUCI
deliverables).→ As a consequence:

✓ There is NO restriction for non-EU countries without

Security Agreement to the participate to projects involving classified information,
AS FAR AS THEY DON’T HAVE ACCESS TO EUCI information.
→ No pueden tener acceso a
deliverables/tareas/background information EUCI.

✓ The non-EU countries possessing a Security Agreement with the EU are to be found in the
Council document 15035/19 (https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15035-
2019-INIT/en/pdf )→MOST AGREEMENTS ARE STILL UNDER NEGOTIATION!

https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-15035-2019-INIT/en/pdf
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EU Member States (27) 

Associated Countries (16+1?) 
Albania

Armenia

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Faroe Islands

Georgia

Iceland

Israel

The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia* 

Republic of Moldova

Montenegro

Morocco

Norway

Serbia

Tunisia

Turkey

Ukraine 

Switzerland... And UK ?

ANY organisation (PUBLIC or PRIVATE) can participate as a partner or coordinator →

Minimum conditions for RIAs & IAs, MINIMUM in the CONSORTIUM are 3 partners from

3 MMSS or Associated Countries (out of them, AT LEAST 1 comes from a MMSS)

Recordatorio…
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ATENCIÓN: 
1.- En los topics
✓HORIZON-CL3-2021-INFRA-01-01: European infrastructures

and their autonomy safeguarded against systemic risks
✓HORIZON-CL3-2021-CS-01-03: AI for cybersecurity

reinforcement

Sólo pueden participar “entities stablished in MMSS or
Associated Countries” por lo que Suiza NO puede participar
PORQUE POR EL MOMENTO NO ES UN ASSOCIATED
COUNTRY.

2.- Asegurarse que los países incluídos en el consorcio tienen un
acuerdo de intercambio de info clasificada en caso que tengan
que acceder a algún deliverable o datos EUCI→ A día de hoy, UK
no tiene firmado el acuerdo de intercambio de EUCI con la UE…

Recordatorio…
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HORIZON-CL3-2021-INFRA-01-01: European infrastructures and their

autonomy safeguarded against systemic risks

Specific conditions

EU contrib. /project The EU estimates that an EU contribution of around EUR 10.00 million…

Indicative budget EUR ≈10.00 million (1 project ONLY→ 20 M€ shared with HORIZON-CL3-2021-INFRA-01-02).

Type of Action Innovation Actions

Eligibility conditions This topic requires the active involvement, as beneficiaries, of at least 3 government entities
responsible for security, which could include civil protection authorities, at national level from at least
3 different EU Member States or Associated countries. For these participants, applicants must fill in the
table “Eligibility information about practitioners” in the application form with all the requested
information, following the template provided in the submission IT tool.

In order to achieve the expected outcomes, and safeguard the Union’s strategic assets, interests,
autonomy, or security, namely the security-sensitive nature of the autonomy of European

infrastructures against systemic risks and hybrid threats, participation is limited to

legal entities established in Member States and

Associated Countries. Proposals including

legal entities which are not established in

these countries will be ineligible.
[…]
When using satellite-based, positioning, navigation and/or related timing data & services,
beneficiariesmust make use Galileo/EGNOS. The use of Copernicus for EO is encouraged.

Some activities, resulting from this topic, may involve using classified background and/or producing
of security sensitive results (EUCI and SEN).

Procedure […] grants will be awarded to applications not only in order of ranking but at least also to those that 

are the highest ranked within set topics, provided that the applications attain all thresholds.

TRL Activities are expected to achieve TRL 6-7 by the end of the project (General Annex B).

Recordatorio…
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Y a nivel de propuesta…
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https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-
tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-
2027/common/guidance/how-to-
handle-security-sensitive-
projects_en.pdf

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/common/guidance/how-to-handle-security-sensitive-projects_en.pdf
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Part-A
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The Security Issues Table
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The Security Issues Table

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-
tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/guidance-
note-potential-misuse-of-research-results_he_en.pdf

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/guidance-note-potential-misuse-of-research-results_he_en.pdf
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The Security Issues Table

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-
2027/horizon/guidance/guidance-note-research-focusing-exclusively-
on-civil-applications_he_en.pdf

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/guidance/guidance-note-research-focusing-exclusively-on-civil-applications_he_en.pdf
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Part-B
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Se debe continuar
rellenando la tabla de 

deliverables…

In the template Sensitive
Information will be marked as
‘SEN’ and an additional column
will indicate the security type
(R/C/S). → In H2020 it was
marked as Confidential (CO).
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En caso de existir algún deliverable “SEN”, se debe proveer una 
“Security Section” al final de la part-B
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Contenidos de la “Security 

Section” en la part-B
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Contenidos de la 
“Security Section”

Se puede hacer un 
resumen explicativo 
al inicio y se debe 
incluir la tabla de 
“Sensitive
Information with
Security 
Recomendations” 
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Contenidos de la 
“Security Section”

Pueden sufrir 
modificaciones 
después del 
escrutinio de 
Seguridad debido a 
indicaciones 
concretas del SG!
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Contenidos de la 
“Security Section”
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Contenidos de la 
“Security Section”
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A tener en cuenta sobre la SAL…
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A tener en cuenta sobre la SAL…

Tienen que estar 
actualizadas en el 
momento de 
comienzo del WPs
correspondiente.
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Ejemplos de SCG…
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Ejemplos de SCG…
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When the participant receives the ESR and
the information letter, if the project rises
EUCI Information, that is, EU-RESTRICTED
and above, you should contact by your
NSA in order to get detailed information
of your national security instructions to
be fullfiled…
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✓ Regulation establishing Horizon Europe: Security (Art. 20)

✓ Model Grant Agreement: Confidentiality and security (Art. 13 and Annex 5)

✓ Commission Decision (EU, Euratom) 2015/444 of 13 March 2015 on the security rules for
protecting EU classified information.

✓ Commission Decision 2021/259 laying down implementing rules on industrial security
with regard to classified grants.

✓ Guidelines for Security Experts on the Security Scrutiny Procedure (coming soon).

✓ Guidance on the ‘classification of information in Horizon Europe projects’ (June 2021).

✓ Guidance on ‘How to handle Security sensitive projects’ (June 2021).

✓ Horizon Europe Programme Security Instruction (PSI) (June 2021).

✓ HE Programme Guide (June 2021).

✓ Guidance note on ‘potential misuse of research’.

✓ Guidance note on ‘research with an exclusive focus on civil applications’.

✓ Security section of the HE proposal template, including the template of the Security
Aspects Letter (SAL) and its annex (Security Classification Guide (SCG)).

Reference documents
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Many thanks!

Marina Martínez-Garcia

Framework Programme officer at SOST-CDTI Brussels

Cluster-3 Horizon Europe National Contact Point

marina.cdti@sost.be

mailto:marina.cdti@sost.be
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